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Life on the outside
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From jail to college
College life can be lonely and a bit frightening for recently
released ex-convicts (left to right) Mike Morales, Ernesto
The three are attending
Yourgulez and Gilbert Mancias.
SJS through the Chicano EOP program.

BY STEVE PAPINCHAK
Chief Investigative Writer
The hustle and bustle of S.JS is
an entrance into another world for
three freshmen .
SJS students, Mike Morales, 27,
Ernesto Yourgules,29, and Gilbert
Mancias, 26, are recently released
convicts.
For a number of reasons, the three
explained, their lives as freshmen -in what cons call"the outside" world is often lonely and a bit frightening.
Morales, who recently completed
a four-year Soledad prison sentence
for burglary said, "Prison is looked
upon as a place where the so-called
’bad’ people are kept."
In contrast, he added, "School is
where al the successful people are."
Going from prison to college is
like jumping from one end of the
social scale to the other," he said.
"Just getting out after spending
a number of years in prison is one
hell of an adjustment; but coming
from jail to college is an even greater
adjustment," Morales commented.

Ombudsman Poblano leaves;
lob may remain vacant
BY BARBARA WALSH
Daily Investigative Writer
SJS was one of the first colleges
in the country to i itiate the position
of a college ombudsman, but now,
after four years experience with the
position, the office is vacant.
Dr. Ralph Poblano, college ombudsman for the past three years,
left SJS Aug. 31, th date his contract with the school expired.
According to Dr. George Halverson,
assistant to SJS President John II.
Bunzel, Dr. Poblano was not rehired
because "the position of ombudsman is
one that demands change."
One man may be effective in one
campus climate, but the situation on
campus changes," he explained "The
ombudsman may not be as effective
in the new climate."
An ombudsman works chiefly as a
red -tape cutter --a person to whom
one may appeal to bypass the bureaucratic maze which plagues modern
colleges.
Opinions on campus vary as to
whether this was the real reason
for Pobano being "let go." One student, who wishes to remain annony-

mous, believed that Poblano wns fired
"because he was doing his job too
well".
While at SJS, Poblano was involved
in the drive to establish an Equal
Employment Affirmative Action Program to employ more minorities on
campus. Poblano was also a member
of the Tenure and Retention Defense
Fund Committee, which accepted ontributions for the legal defense of
faculty members undergoing grievance hearings.
Some students and faculty believe
he was too aggressive in these programs to suit the administration.
The idea of an ombudsman is not
The first ombudsman
a new one.
appeared in Sweden in 1809, functioning as a buffer between the Swedish
legislature and the people.
Although SJS has had an ombudsman
for four years, it is still considered
an experimental position. Last spring,
a committee of faculty and students
was formed to report on the role and
function of a college ombudsman
Included in the report were recommendations on the future of the position.

Slim chance to pass
faculty pay raise bill
The State Senate in Sacramento
gave a bare two-thirds majority to
a 7.5 percent pay increase for state
college and University of California
faculty Monday, but the president of
a statewide faculty organization gave
the bill no chance of becoming law.
The measure, by Senate education
Committee Chairman Albert E. Rodda
(D -Sacramento), was sent t the
Assembly after a 27-6 vote. Because
It would go into effect immediately,
the bill needed a to thirds majority
all 27 votes- for passage.
However, Art Bierman, president
of th 3,000 member United Professors of California, (UPC), described
the bill’s chances of passage as
"iero".
And even if the bill should pass.
Bierman said, it is "definitely not"
adequate to meet the progessor’s
needs.
UPC has asked Gov. Reagan to
support a 15 percent wage increase
when he prepares next year’s budget
this January. The 15 percent figure
is based on the 10 percent increase
approved by the legislatu e and ve
approved by th leg slature and vetoed by the Governor, plus a five
percent salary loss from the cancellation o merit increases due to
the wage -price freeze.
Sen. R dda said professors should
"be paid salaries comparabl to the
qu lities of their institutions. ’ He
noted if universi y and state college
faculty members don’t receive an

increase this year, it will be the
second straight year their pay has
remained static.
If the bill is passed, it will cost
the state $17.8 million. Gov. Reagan
vetoed $39 million in higher education
pay hikes earlier this year.
"The simple fact of the matter is
that the state’s economy makes it
impossible to provide a salary increase," said Senator Clark Bradley
(R -San Jose).

Film classic
plays in C.U.
tonight at 8
The Wednesday Cinema series will
feature "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari"
tonight at 8 in the C. U. ballroom.
The free film is an old classic
which presents the adventures of a
madman as seen through his own
eyes.
A French film, "Le Chien Andalou,"
will also be shown.

The committee, chaired by Dr.
Robert S. Watanabe of the Chemistry
Department, unanimously agreed that
the ombudsman office should be continued.

Yourgulez, who said he has been in
and out of prison since he was 11
years -old, added, "When you get out
of the pen ou havenothing--no money
frien s, or job. There’s no place to
go and nothing to do. It’s lonely."
"It gets yo down sometimes and
you want to say the hell with it.
But, luckily for me, Mike (Morales)
has pulled me up when I was down,"
Yourgules said.
The three attended public school
until the 10th grade. They all received their high school diplomas in
prison and are attending SJS as Education opportunity program (EOP)
students.
With the help of EOP counselors
they have scheduled all thei classes
together.
Furthermore, Mancias, Yourgulez,
and Morales all live in the Pinto
(ex -con ict) Community Center, at
2155 Cummingham Ave. in east San
Jose.
By living and attending school together they hope to help each other
adjust to school and "the outside".
Up until now, no students or teachers
knew that the three a e former convicts. They and fiv e other ex -convicts
attending SJS rem in somewhat isolated from the general campus population.
"In prison," Morales stated, "you
learn to keep to yourself. Cons call
it ’doing your own number’. I guess
it has something to do with the fact
that we have little contact with other
students."
But, the three said they have never
sought to hide their pasts.
In fact, "We want to make people
aware that it is possible for people
vino are ex -felons --especially
Chicanos -to "make it," Morales commented.
Also, the three feel prisons are

warehouses, not rehabilitation centers."
They would like colleges to examine
the problems of prisons and prisoners
in this country and develop an alternative to the present penal system.
An alternative is needed quickly,
Morales said, because "prison e r s
have become so angry, they are exploding."

Congressman
McCloskey
speech awaited
Congressman Paul "Pete" McCloskey
Jr., R -California an announced presidential candidate will speak on campus Oct. 15 according to SJS President John H. Bunzel.
McCloskey, who is seeking the 1972
Republican presidential nomination,
will speak at noon on the ROTC field.
This event marks the beginning of
the newly formed Presidential Speakers Forum for the 1971-72academic
year.
Future speakers include:
Dr. Bruno Bettelheim, professor of
psychology and psychiatry at the University of Chicago.
Dr. Nathan Galzer, professor of
education and social structure at
Harvard University and co-author of
"The Lonely Crow."
Charles Schultz, creator of the
comic strip "Peanuts," who will speak
in November.

Bike thieves discouraged

Licensing prevents thefts
BY CRAIG SCOTT
Daily Feature Editor
He was weaving down Ninth
Street, in and out of cars on
his way to class.
Pulling up
to the Art Building, he locked
his bike in the rack and disappeared through the door.
Minutes later, a van pulled
up and two men jumped out.
They walked over to the bike
rack, selected the nicest one
and cut the chain. After tossing the ten -speed into the van,
they screeched around the corner and were gone.
Opening scene from Dragnet?
No, typical scene at SJS. According to Officer Bill Powers
of the San Jose Police Department it has been repeated 285
times in the campus area since
the beginning of the year.
What can be done to prevent
your bike from being stolen while
you’re in class’? "Plenty," states
Powers, who has worked on the
problem of stolen bikes for two
years "starting with licensing
it."
"Powers reported that although
the City of San Jose requires
bikes to be licensed, very few
actually are. "Licensing is the
main weapon used in recovering
stolen bikes," he explained.
"More than 91 per cent of licensed bikes which have been
stolen are returned to their
rightful owners," Powers ontinued, "while only 18 per cent
of the unlicensed ones are."
Powers said this was due to
the fact that licensed bikes are
stamped with a secret code which
identifies it as being from San
Jose. "If it turns up in another
city it is shipped back here and
returned to its owner," he
claimed. Bikes are being 1 censed all day today at the Security Office on 7th street for
$l.
"However, the best way to
prevent your bike from being
stolen in the first place is to get
a proper lock and chain,"
stressed Powers. "ft ’s amazing
that people will spend $110 for
a bike, but will wince at spending over five bucks on a lock,"
he lamented.
"Students would save much more
money in the long run by pur-

chasing a heavy chain and lo k
made of hardened steel and locking their bike to a stationary object." Powers offered. Ile added
that you should lock the back
wheel along with the frame because "locking the front wheel

only insures that the front wheel
won’t be stolen."
"The main thing students must
realize is that an ordinary cable
or chain lock won’t prevent a
theft, and the bike must be locked
every time," he stressed.

Big bad bike burglaries
Bikes are being licensed today at the security office in the
old garage on Seventh Street for $1. Because of the large
number of bike thiefs in the SJS area, it is advisable to
have your two -wheeler licensed.
SJS Security Officer
Jerry Baumgarner and officer Bob Sinclair are pictured.
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Editorial

Council overlooks EOP
Yesterday the Daily came out
with a lead editorial asking that
students donate one dollar to the
Black and Chicano EOP programs
during packet turn -in this week.
Although our hearts may have
been in the right place, our facts
were wrong.
Due to an apparent oversight
by last year’s student council, no
one was authorized to collect voluntary EOP funds this semester.
Last year the funds were collected after the students approved
by two-thirds vote a referend
that allowed the fund -drive during
registration each semester. But
that referendum had a one-year
restriction on it, and it was not
renewed.
Council should have put such a
referendum on last year’s A.S.
election ballot. Somehow, council
forgot.
The EOP collection is conducted
through the Student Affairs Office.
According to the assistant di rector
of student business, George Watts,
"We can only act if we are given
the word from our bosses --the
students."
The gross oversight will hurt
the quality of both EOP programs
this semester. Those programs
were expecting the funds, which
would be matched four -to -one by
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the federal g ov ernent. The money would go to work-study funds
to finance student tutors and recruiters in the programs.
Said Chicano EOP head Humberto
Garza yesterday, "I was under
the impression they would continue the fund-raising this year.
This will really hurt us."
The Chicano EOP helps 1400
students, while the Black program
effects 750-800. The programs
allow minority students into SJS,
even though they don’t have the
grades and/or the money. Tutoring help and financial aid are
provided to the students.
Garza said his program needs
about 90 tutors, but now it only
has funds to support 30. He said
some 40 recruiters are needed
to scour the community forworthy
prospects for the program. But
with the money shortage he can
only afford 18.
We ask student council to act
now in arranging for another referendum on this fund-raising
plan. It could come even before
next semester’s registration.
If passed, perhaps a mid -semester campaign could be a ranged
Whatever the case, the fundraising should be back inoperation
by the next registration period.
The time to act is now --before
someone forgets.

Copyright -1971 by Kenneth Bode director for political reform Washington Center DPRi
"Youth power at the polls" --"Young voters may change makeup of congress in 72"- -"Nixon reelection threatened by youth vote."
These are familiar newspaper
headlines Since the adoption of
the 26th amendment, r eporters
have been predicting that the future
of American politics could be
largely determined by the 25 mi I lin young people who will be eligible to cast their first ballot in
1972. But the young voters’ road
to the pulling booth is not unencumbered, and their political
One serious threat to the youth
vote is posed by the election laws
of Michigan and North Dakota. In
these two states, young people wi II
be able to vote for one of the candi dates for President in the 1972
election. However, they will not be
able to participate in the nomination of those candidates.
For young people, voting for
President in 1972 could provevirtually meaningless unless they
have a choice in the nominating
process as well. The stuggle for
the Democratic nomination at the
July convention will be the likely
focus of youth interest --and it is
tually meaningless unless they
have a ch ice in the nominating
process as well. The stuggle for
the democratic omination at the
July convention will be the likely
focus of yout interest- -and it is
here that their influence could be
vital.
In 1968 young people were credited with making an important
difference in the nominating process of the Democratic Party.
One presidential campaign even

became known as the "Children’s
Crusade." Nevertheless, the influence of youth was limited. -They
could ring doorbells, stuff envelopes, write speeches and make
posters. But real power -the -vote with few exceptions, young people were not given the opportunity
of serving as voting delegates to
the Democratic National Convention or of helping to select the
delegates.
Sixteen state delegations at the convention had no
voting memebers under 30 years
of age, and another 13 had only
one delegate from this age group.
(The Republicans have an even
more dismal record. Only 1 percent of the delegates at the 1968
GOP convention were under 30,
while 83 percent were 40 years
of age or older. In 42 states, there
were no voting delegates under an,
The National Democratic party
has tried to rectify this past
discrimination by requiring all
state parties to actively encourage
the participation of young people in
all party affairs and to include
18-30 year -olds in the National
convention delegation in "reason
able relationship" to their presence in the state population.
However, despite party reforms
;and despite the 26th Amendment,
young people in Michigan and orth
Dakota will face sever restrictions on their right to participate
in the nomination of a presidential
;candidate in 1972. Undertheelec;convention delegates are chosen at
vention delegates are chosen at
county conventions. And county delegates are chosen at a party primary. This primary election re -

versus pollution

Lloyd’s of London should be congratulalted for the strong stand
it has taken against polluters.
The giant British syndicate recently notified American companies that it would no longer insure
officers and directors against
stockholder suits relating to pollution.
Since Lloyd’s carries most of
the insurance covering American
companies in pollution cases, the
British firm’s move is sure to
have an effect on the United States
environment. By excluding coverage for pollution offenses Lloyd’s
is saying: Be careful of pollution
because you are personally res
ponsible for it.
The action taken by Lloyd’s
is interesting because it shows

presents the only opportunity available to all voters for parti cipation in the presidential nominating process -- and it has already been held. In both states,
the election occured in late summer of 1970.
As a result, large numbers of
Michigan and North Dakota voters
will be prevented from taking part
in the selection of their party’s
Presidential nominee. These voters include () 18-20 year olds
who are newly enfranchisedby th
26th Amendment, (2) 21-23 year
olds who were ineligible to vote
in the 1970 primary, and (3) new
residents who have moved into
the state since 1970. In Michigan
alone, the young people who are
thus disenfranchised number over
1,000,000.
Bills have been introduced in
the Michigan and North Dakota
legislatures that call for a n w
primary in 1972. The North Dakota
legislature adjourned without taking action, and Michigan politicians predict that the reform
bill has little change tf passing
their state’s legislature. Consequently, court. action is the only
remaining alternative.
The Center for Political Reform
has prepared lawsuits to be
brought in each state by young
voters and new residents who are
deprived of their voting rights by
state law. The suits are based on
the 26th Amendment, the right to
travel, the right of political
association, the Equal Protection
Clause, and the 1970 Voting Rights
Act.
The courts will be asked
to enjoin present delegation selection procedures and to require
each state to hold a new primary
election.
If these court actions are successful, another barricade the
path of young people’s voting rights
will have been knocked down. If
they fail, the youth of Michigan and
North Dakota wil have good reason to question he legitimacy of
the electoral process. It’s a
shrewd trick to tell someone that
he can now vote for President -but that he can have no say in
who the candidates are. As "Boss"
Tweed used to put it "I don’t
care who does the electing, just
so long as I do the nominating."

Editor’s note: All student and faculty
members are encouraged to express
their views on any subject in the letters
to the editor section of the editorial
page. Letters may be mailed or brought
to the Spartan Daily office, JC 208, and
must be 250 words or less, typewritten
and double-spaced. Name and activity
or faculty card number must be included, and all letters must be signed.
Non-students and non-faculty members
are asked to include address, telephone
number and title or position. The
Spartan Daily will not print letters which
are libelous or in poor taste. The editor
reserves the right to edit or cut letters
to conform to space limitations and to
cease publication of letters dealing with
subjects he believes have been
exhausted.

the power many establishment or9anizations have. In one swoop
Lloyd’s can prevent pollution that
environmentalists havebeen
fighting against for years.
Also, the move shows that the
environmentalists’ cries of alarm
have had some effect.One Chicago
insurance broker working with
Lloyd’s syndicates said recent
litigation suggested that pollution
laws suits had become a "hot spot."
"Environmentalists are up in
arms," he remarked"and it’s obvious that there will be I itigat ion."
The Lloyd’s decision offers
great hope: that consumers and
establishment organizations will
work together to save the environment.
"He must be dead...my mind just went blank!"

Staff Comment

Foreign students tuition up

Blaine letter taken to task
especta bi I ity

It is not an attempt to dampen
the enthusiasm of foreign students
at SJS when one suggests that the
students’ court action against the
California State College Board
of Trustees be withdrawn.
The whole point about the increased tuition is being missed
because the Board of trustees
have no clear-cut policy about
foreign students. The state colleges do not include them in any
scholarship and financial aid programs and, in the face of the
drastic cut in the state college
budget, foreign students are an
easy mark for increased tuition.
For instance, the current increase in foreign tuition will fetch
the state college system more than
$1 million. That is a sizeable sum
of money and the temptation to milk
foreign students is great.
A court action is not the best
alternative and,. considering the
time factor, it is at best an academic exercise. The lesson of the
court action (that cannot be lost
the trustees) is that all they need
do to increase foreign students’

tuition is pass a resolution to that
effect.
The unkindly cut of the increased
tuition is that waivers have been
cancelled, and the present deferment is not advantageous to foreign students.
One would hope that the Intercultural Committee (the body that
speaks for foreign students at SJS)
would see to it that tuition waivers,
more helpful deferment and a slice
of the work-study open i ng be
granted to foreign students.

WANTED
The Spartan Daily is seeking
an editorial cartoonist Those
interested should submit samples
of their work to Ben Reed in JC
208.

Re your published letter of
Edward A. Blaine yapping about
Fred Chase’s letter. Why doesn’t
Blaine get his head out of the
sand?
Respect for any government
official, or anyone, is generated
and commanded by his performance and record. Although there
are positions which are accorded
respectability, it’s not something
that continues automatically to the
office holder forever any more
than putting on a stiffcollar makes
you a priest. After the laureation
comes the evaluation.
The press or any other media as
well as the individual can lampoon
or lament a poor performer for
actions that are incongruent, and
rightly should do so. To sit meekly
by while someone pushes your face
in the mud is not my idea of letting
someone know you’ve dirt in your
nose!
Blaine’s statement that a majority of the people approve of the
governor’s action is as ludicrous
as any I’ve ever had the misfortune to encounter. Simple
election doesn’t sanction any and

all programs of the elected and to
conclude that it does. is ridiculous
and places Blaine beside the
politician who believes that once
elected, he has no more responsibility to his constituency than
trymg to get re-elected.
There is too much of that right
now, starting from the highest
office down. Besides, the majority
of the voters in this state are far
from the majority of the people,
so who approves?
As far as our SJS president
forgetting his function if he’s not
to do battle to preserve and further
the very institution he is deign
to direct, what the h ---is his
function
Toward his continuance in his
current capacity as a college president, I’ll have to agree with
Blaine. Such a person as Bunzel
can’t be held down for long; acknowledging the need for dynamic
intelligent people throughout the
vast areas of our society.
All I can say is "Viva la Bunzer
Let’s get out the sickle!
D.W. Kauffman
727 Ca ico Ct.
Sunnyvale, Calif.
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Don’t forget
unwed dads

Lindsay "war " speech
Compiled From Associated Press
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SAN FRANCISCONew York Mayor John V. Lindsay termed every citizen of American cities "prisoners of war" and said they would remain so
until the United States stops spending money on
"the work of death in Asia."
Speaking before a conference of California cities
yesterday, Lindsay went on to ask, "How long will
it be before the money and energy now building the
bombs is turned into hospitals and schools and jobs
where we live?"
According to Lindsay, the real discontents of
American life can be felt in the cities and that the
power and money flows to the state capitals, Wash
ington and Vietnam.
The cities, Lindsay stated, cannot attack the
problems that plague them until the federal government -both the White House and Congress -learns the
facts of urban life.
"And," Lindsay went on, "we will never be free
until we insist, until we demand, until we say with
one voice, that Washington must consider an American citizen as important as a Saigon general."
Lindsay, who is suspected by some California
Democratic officials to be a prime candidate for the
presidential race, has, as yet, not given a target
date to announce his decision one way or the other.

U.S. might reevaluate U.N.
WASHINGTON-- Nineteen senators, most of them
conservative republicans, stated yesterday that if
Nationalist China (Taiwan) is ousted from the United
Nations, the United States should reevaluate its
financial and moral commitment to the worldorganization.

Drive set
for VISTA
A recruiting team from
the Peace Corps and
VISTA will be in the
College Union all next
week.
SJS will be the first
recruiting site of the
Peace Corps/VISTA agency since they
merged in July.
Included in the week’s
recruiting drive will be
a showing of "The Fore igne r s," Thursday,
Oct. 7, in CH 149 at
7:30 p.m.

The 60 -minute award winning film focuses on
the problems of Peace
Corps/VISTA volunteers working across
cultural barriers.
The recruiting efforts
of the team will be
aimed at graduating
seniors with majors in
education, math, vocational education, science, civil engineering,
nursing, home economics and business.

1Campus news briefsl
Free lessons in con versa tiona I German
will be gieen, starting
today, by Dr. Conrad
Borovski of the Department of Foreign Languages.
The lessons, which will
feature an informal atmosphere and German
setting, will take place
in Germania Hall, 261
No. Second St. from
7:30-9:30 p.m.
The public is invited
to attend the lessons,
which will continue on
succeeding Wednesdays
during the semester.
1041-10-4*
The Chinese Cultural
Club will sponsor the
showing of "The Red
Blossoms of Tien -Shan"
tomorrow at 8 p.m. in
Eng. 132.
The 90 -minute documentary was produced
in Red China and shows

the founding of the People’s commune in Red
China.
Admission is 75 cents
for students and $1.25
for the general public.
SJS students who withdraw from the college
after Monday will not
have to reapply for admission for the spring
semester, according to
the Office of Admisdohs.
Students who withdraw
must, however, have
turned in their registration materials and
paid the appropriate
fees. These students
will be considered continuing students.
To withdraw officially,
students must complete
the withdrawal form
available in the Student
Personnel Services Office.

Sparta

Wallace Allen, a membe)
of "The Church of Poetic
Expression", a black poetry
group on campus composed

Black spirit

Poetic "Church"
by MELVIN JOHNSON
Daily Staff Writer
Music, black people,
and words as separate
entities are just that,
but put them together
and you have "The
Church of Poetic Expression".
This is a group of
black SJS students who
express themselves
with words and music,
in no certain order, just
when the feeling comes.
Wallace Allen, Don
Mackie, Ronda Hudson,
Sandy Russ, Aleta
Fields, Jim Smith, Ron
Davis and Paul Rig maiden make up the
poets of the church, as it
is called. Although it
is not a church in an
organized religious
sense, it does create a
spiritual atmosphere.
Sitting around a wooden table in the Black
Studies Department office
on South Fifth
street, surrounded by
posters of Sojouner
Truth, W.E.B. Dubois,
Harriet Tubman, and
African art, the poets
just "rap" - passing
their thoughts around
like a joint, so every,one can trip off it.
As the feeling gets
deeper and the music

gets louder, the table
becomes more artificial and liberated
black people reach that
uninhibited free feeling
that they’ve all known
before.
Brothers and
sisters say "right on,"
without having to consult a dictionary for
meanings.
The group’s spiritual leader, Wallace Allen, author of "Mirrors
for Eyes", put out by
his publishing company
Black -Light Publishing, plans to print an
anthology of the groups
work.
Although the church
has no specific meeting
place, a 4:30 Thursday
meeting in the lobby
of the Black -Studies Office has been scheduled
to raise stamp money
for corresponding with

12544
NIGHTLY

AT 9:25

COMMITTEE for Honorable Conservatism,
1:30 a.m., C.U. Diablo
1CSC meeting(Intercultural Steering Committee), 4:30 p.m, Intercul
tural Center, 484E. San
Fernando St. Elections
held. All interested
welcome.
E.P.T. (Industrial Arts
Honorary) meeting.
7:30 p.m., C. U. Guadalupe.

black prisoners at the
California Medical
Facility at Vacaville.
Allen, who started the
group out of his own interest in writing, plans
to have the group read
at other schools and at
social functions.
The church, in existence for little over a
year, is based on "God
in life, not God in the
Church," said Allen.
Another purpose of the
church, Allen said, is
-to point out that "black
people don’t deal with
each other enough."
Anyone can attend the
readings, but Allen
warned that white people probably won’t get
the same feeling from
the black -oriented happening.

1456 E. San Salvadorej
295-4247
NEW LOCATION

watelsAa,
Solt
upho stered
frames

strong plus
4958.1 camino real
los altos, calofornia 94022
14161567-1656

stepping
into the future, it’s impoi
tant to have a financial se
curity program to achieve
your goals. Standard can
offer you that security with
its Lifetime Achievement
Plan. It’s the plan that fits
the life cycle of the young
man going places.
TOM FUJII
515 Community Bank Bldg.
San Jose ( 297-9229)

StanciandptsR.TRLAANNcE.,COORMEPGAONNY

Dedicated to Excellence for Polieyowners

Introducing stationery
for people who think
saving a tree is important.

filiadiummisms

Andrews / Nelson / Whitehead
7 La.gt.i Street
New York, New York 10013

111121

Open
Noon 9 p.m. daily
10 - 5 Sat.

BILL’S
COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Boxed Stationery
980 va ue 490
Noxema Skin Cr am
$1.59 value $1.09

South
10th
Street

Li terine Antiseptic
$1.29 value 890
The Moo To *et
51O S. 109

E. William

I PRESCRIPTIO,N.

[i]

MacFarlane’s
CANDIES AND ICE CREAM
( soda fountain too
WELCOMES ALL STUDENTS, TEACHERS AND
PROFESSORS. HAVE A GOOD YEAR!

FINE QUALITY PRODUCTS
OPEN
10-9 DAILY
297-1738

6th & Santa Clara

(free ice cream container waste baskets)

When your name is DIRTY TIME...
and you’ve ridden to glory with SPIRO AGNEW...
people just naturally expect more from you.

I
sp.r.
1/04,4.

Ii
okiuiNAL spiRo

DICKEY NIXON

RI
’ REAGAN

-I
a

1
orie

o

.11111
11111
LAUREL 8. HARD,

IINDSAY

WC FIELDS

NOW DIRTY TIME GIVES YOU MORE.
The famous, original, Spiro Agnew Watch is now loined by the above display
for worthy companions. All by DIRTY TIME CO. for yourself or as a gift.
MADE BY FRAXE CO
Al! watches 5 -color baked enamel faces.
GUARANTEED I YEAR
SWISS MADE
ALL WATCHES SHIPPED WITH NYLON BAND.
(‘ 1 5.9 5 EACH PLUS ’1.00 SHIPPING)
SINS 10

DI MAC ENTEPPRist),
P0 BOX 207/, HUNTINGTON BEACH, CALIF 92647

i
15 95 PLUS 1 00 FOR
PLEASE RUSH THE WATCHiSi I HAVE CHECKED BELOW
16 95 EACH) PAYMENT IS ENCLOSED NO
SHIPPING AND HANDLING (TOTAL
COD) I UNDERSTAND DELIVERY WILL BE WITHIN 10 DAYS
,J ORIGINAL SPIRO L.1 NIXON LI REAGAN
ii LAUREL & HARDY Li LINDSAY L.) W C FIELDS

REPAIRS

- GERMAN
-; MOTORS %

Wat r
Mattress
$18.75

TAKE A STEP
IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION!

VW

6

King or
Queen size

NICIELODEON.

1ir4c;AN & CEDAR STS.
SANTA CRUZ
426- 7500

If your girl
Word:
friend is pregnant, the
best thing to do is get
LOST.

will soon seek it. In the
meantime, he urged all
unwed fathers to remember the LOST

CHEKHOV’S
"THE SEA GULL"
ONCE AT 7:00

Earthnotes is 100% recycled quality stationery. It’s made entirely
from waste material. Trash.
Using recycled paper saves trees, reduces pollution, and cuts
down on waste.
But recycling only works when there is a demand for waste material.
And this demand is created only when people buy recycled products.
By buying Earthnotes, and other recycled paper products, you create
a market for recycled paper. And help to save more trees.
Each box contains 50 Monarch size sheets, 30 matching
envelopes and 30 "Save- a-Tree"
BY Herbert
buy
stickers so you can spread the
FOREIGN CAR
recycling message. It’s available
c AUTO ELECTRIC n in
white or pastel "earth colors".
and help save-a -tree

-5

of SJS students, prepares to
deliver a line from his book
of poems.

young man

Guide
TODAY
ZERO
POPULATION
GROWTH, 12:30 p.m.,
C.U. Costanoan. Election of officers. National election endorsements.
B’NAI B’RITH HILLEL
will hold a Yom Kippur
Break -the -Fast party,
8 p.m. to midnight, Jewish Student Center, 47
S. Fifth St.
SIERRA CLUB meeting,
7:30 p.m., C.U. Costanoan. Planning meeting for Uvas Canyon
c I ea n -up.
Everyone
welcome.
SPARTAN ORIOCCI, 3
p.m., C. U. Costanoan.
SAILING CLUB, 7:30
p.m., Ed. 100. Movie
and refreshments.
’
CAMPUS AMBASSADORS, 11:30 a.m., C.U.
Costanoan. Bible study. Bring lunch.
1,0C A TION1
rNEW

Black expression

"Unwed mothers, unwed mothers, that’s all
you hear about!
What
about the FATHERS?"
With those words a
new and revolutionary
campus organization
was born last Saturday.
The group is called
LOST, an acronymn for
League of Sons in Trouble, and is dedicated to
counseling the male
student who has, as they
say, "gotten a girl in
trouble."
This last sentence
sums up the reason for
LOST, according to
president Dave Hillaire, who said:
"No one ever talks
about a girl getting in
trouble, or even getting
pregnant.
It’s always
a man who ’got’ her
pregnant, yet usually it
was done with the consent and even the wholehearted approval of the
girl."
Hillaire added that in
most cases it is up to
the man to arrange and
pay for an abortion, if
the girl wants one, and
if she doesn’t then the
male is "almost always
stuck for child support."
What LOST would like
to see is equal sharing,
not only of the cost of
abortion but of the social stigma as well.
Hillaire pointed out
that LOST has not yet
received sanction from
the college, but that it

NAME
ADDRESS

STATE _

zip

SJS
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SJS judokas toss touring
Japanese squad for loss
BY GARY RUBIN
Daily Sports Writer

Tough stop
Cornerback Randy Gaines grits his teeth
and puts the stop on Cal flanker Steve
Sweeney after a completion from guar-

terback Jay Cruze. Rom Tribble looks
on as the Bears erupted for three sec on quarter scores to win, 34-10.

After a year’s layoff

Another "first" has
come to the SJS judo
team.
Winners of ten straight
national collegiate judo
championships, the
Spartans be came the
first American team to
defeat an all Japanese
squad as SJS beat a touring team fro N igata, Ja pan last Thursday afternoon.
Yosh Uchida, coach
for the Spartans was
proud of the team effor in d feating the Japanese team now touring
in So them n Calif rnia.
Standouts from the

Spartan’s la t three
champion hip squads.
competed against the
Niigata team, composed
of older competitors.
"For the first match,
not being in condition,
I was quite pleased with
out performance," Uchida said. "Our guys
were reallytryin
hard."
The coach for the Japanese team, Shorn Hirokawa complimented
Uchida for the vast improvement of the style
of the SJS team over
the last time Hirokawa
had seen them in action.

The next competition
for the Spartans will
come in the middle of

-has will part cipate at
the Northern California
All Stars.

Hard-hitting Cat
next for gridder

"Houston will hit us forcing a missed extra
and hit us hard," Dewey point
King said aminously afAll Chaney did against
ter last week’s 34-10 the Bears was make 10
loss to California.
unassisted and 7 assistKing expressed plea- ed tackles.
sure with the improveOffensively Larry
ment made by his offensive unit while he Brice made the Spartans
Iiir kawa, considered. praised the defense for ground game go for the
a master judo techni- its overall effort.
first time in the young
cian during his compeThat Dave Chaney -Bill season pie ing 3 64
titive years, to dUc i a Brown led defense will yards in 12 carries bra
that the SJS team was be facing a stiff chal- 4.9 average.
much more b lanced lenge in the Astrodome
than ever before.
Saturday night since
Houston is traditionally
one of th nation s ofUchida related that 1
fensi e powerhouses.
years
ago,
ilirokawa
had
from under Cal Berke"The Cougars are a
ley’s noses, is the tall- brought a University tremendous team," King
team
from
Japan
over
est player in camp and
asserted.
"They are
promises to be a good here to compete against the highest scoring team
one in the future. Lar- the Spartans, and the of the ’70s with about 38
ry Kerr, Matt Littera!, Japanes gave the Spar- points a game."
"Reno" Vaida, andSteve tans a great lesson in
Brown, who moved
Smith are other bright judo at that time.
from linebacker tomidprospects figuring in
dle guard against the
Wells’s plans this year.
Competing for the Bears, was voted the
Niiga
against
Sp rtans
Pacific Coast Athletic
ta were Mack Kusomoto, Association plaer of the
Dave Lon andBil Gou- week on defense in adin, from last year’s dition to winning player
Following the St. team and Lewis Gonza- of the game honors.
Mary’s contest the boot - les, Gary Martin, Doug
In his first collegiate
ers will take on San Gr ham, Jim Penning- performance at the poFrancisco State, Satur
ton and Art Cunningham sition, Brown par* day night inSpar an Sta- from pre ions hamp- pated in 15 tackles and
dium.
ionship squads.
intercepted a pass while
DON’T MISS THIS
EXCLUSIVE BAY AREA
APPEARANCE
2 NI l’ES ()MA!!!
t isten to KSF,t’v iirn Lange for
To all students with ASH cards and faculty
Contest details
MUNICIPAL AUD
SAN JOSE
We
Upholstery
Front end work
FRI., OCT. 1-8:00
INFO
(408/ 246-1160
JOSE
SAN
Transmissions
do
Radios
TICKETS San Jose Boa Office - Pot
Custom engine work Overhauls
Box Office, Menlo Park - All Macy’s
Brakes Body and tender Tune-ups
MASONIC AUD
"Some people just play
I/ovenslown’s only kurnplele For env, Seryn e Center
SAN FRANCISCO
better when they’re in
SAT OCT 2 - 8:30
an underdog position",
SAN FRANC IS 0 INFO
commented water polo
(4151 775-2021
PRICES. $6.50 - $5.50 175 S Market 4 blocks ft urn school Ph 186 6500
coach Lee Walton following Friday night’s
home game when second string team defeated the first string team
11-9.
The blue -white scrimmage replaced the Cal
State at Hayward match
which was cancelled late
Friday afternoon due to
scheduling difficulties.
From the first quarter to the final gun the
white team composed of
juniors and one sophomore held a narrow edge
over the junior -senior
blue team even with the
abilities of All- Amer cans Ken Belli and Fred
Belcher.

Technician

Frosh gridders open season
BY KEITH PETERS
Daily Sports Writer
When the SJS frosh
football team opens its
season this Friday,
they’ll have only 29
players suited up to
play.
It’s a far cry better
than last year, however.
After a year’s layoff
due to lack of ablebodied personnel, the
Spartababes tangle with
rival Santa Clara at
Spartan Stadium in what
could be the start of a
successful season. At.
least coach Willard

Wells hopes so.
Wells, a graduate of
Franklin College in Indiana, will meet the invading Broncos head on
with h s group of hardhitting Spartans.
And
how they hit!
"This is one of thei
ha rde st-hitting teams
I’ve ever seen," said the
enthused Wells of his
Spattababes.
A squad
scrimmage proved his
point when three play-.
ers were roughed up so
badly the scrimmage
had to be stopped.
Wells and his assistants Dave Seppi, Jim
Grosso and Ray Rose,

have had players in
camp since early August who are anxious and
ready to play.
Brian Shelbyand Craig.
Kimball head the list of
talented freshman and
are the two top quarterback candidates.
Both are good throwers and are expected to
split the signal-calling.
chores Friday.
Wells has hard-nosed
Ken Rigmead and Darrell Jenkins at running
backs while speedsters
Mike Hopkins and Ike
McBee man the wide
receiver posts. All are
excellent propects and

Tim Osterman

Guevara reshapes cager
Combining the looks,
fast break philosophy,
and winning attitude of
a Bob Coosy, Ivan
Guevara has plunged
head on into the massive
task of transforming the
SJS cage squad from a
cellar dweller into a
winner.
Replacing Danny
Glines, who resigned (
resigned?) after winning
only five games in the
last two years, Guevam
brings a 69-20 record to
SJS from Whittier
College where his
squads won the Southern
California Intercollegiate Athletic Conference during all three of
his seasons as a head
coach.
A native of Guayaquil.
Ecuador, the 34 -year old coach compiled a
190-64 won -lost slate
as Whittier’s frosh
coach for eight years
between 1959-68. He
was also 26-1 while directing the Fort Ord
team during a stint in
the Army.
Guevara s combined
285-85 record through
12 years of coaching
is ample evidence of
the new mentor’s abilit to play winning basketball. All of this was
achieved at a school that
doesn’t even offer athletic scholarships.
I felt that I’d accomplished as much as
possible on the small
college level. Guevara
said expl ining his decision to leave Whittier.
"There is a lot orpotential for major college
basketball at SJS.
"At Whittier we had
an established program
that was a consistent
winner. Our players
started as freshmen and
moved right up to the
varsity", he explained.

"Its going to take time
to tie the loose ends together and iron out the
rough spots here, but
I think it can be done.
Perhaps glines’ biggest
pro lem during his
reign at SJS was an
inabil ty to get along
with his players. Last
year the coach was hit
by mutinies both befo e
the season when a couple
of prospective starters
refused to play and in
mid -season when half
the squad suddenly quit.
The varsity ended the
season with only eight
team members (six f
them sophomores).
Guevara, however, is
a personable almost
dynamic, young coach
who likes to run i h the
basketball, but is flexible enough to build his
team around the talent
he has.
"Rather than try and
mold the player into a
pattern I try and fit he
pattern to the player,"
Guevara commented. "If
a player does one thing
well, he has confidence
in it. I try to find a way
to utilize that skill within an organized framework."
Guevara, who didn’t
come to the United
States until he was 13,
doesn’t feel last year’s
2-24 record is indicative of the basketball
talent on this campus.
Ile .compares the situation to that of a junior
college team laying
four year schools sophomores, dominated the
team.
"It’s just not fair
to evaluate this year
team off last year’s record," he emphasized.
"The r turning starters
have the benifit of valuable experience plus
most of themstill h ye
two years left here to

LETTERING
SHIRTS PATCHES
PENNANTS

grow into m program.
Guevara has already
initiated an intense conditioni
program in an
attempt to narrow his
squad from 30 reportees
to a working group of 12
to start actual drills
Oct 15.
Working under a dis-

Ivan Guevara
tinct disadvantage because of his late appointment to the new job,
Guevara was not succes sful at lining up much
in the way of JC transfers for this season. All
of the players who quit
last year, however, have
returned for a shot at
a starting berth.
For a team coming off
a 2-24 record, caution i
always a virtue.

sTicKy

FONTANETTI’S SWEAT SHOP
1080 Saratoga Ave.

San .lose 248-5592

Booters challenge Gaels
l’he SJS varsity soccer
team t kes it potent attack in se rch of another
victim today when they
travel to Morago to meet
the St. Mary’s Gaels in
a 4 p.m. contest.
Coach Julie Menendez’s Spartans, fresh
from winning the recent
PCAA invitati nal tourney will be shooting for
their flit straight win
when they tangle with the
improved Gaels.
"St. Mary’s is imp rov
tog in their conference,"
stated Menendez, "and
they have a new coach
who will bring out the
talent they have there."
Even with a new coach
and improved squad, the
Gaels facea mon umental if not mpossible task
in trying to stop the
Spartans powerfulattack.
"We’ve been playing
very well," said
pleased Menendez. "We
are passing and shooting
well and not being selfish. That’s a good sign
of team play."
One can envision the
varsity "licking their
chOps" in anticipation
of today’s game after
burning apponent’s nets
for 30 goals and 171
shots in four games.

ROD
McKUEN
A.Colicert

Hayward 10% DISCOUNT
Foreign Car Service Center
cancels
contest

Free loaners available
STAR MOTOR IMPORTS

T.V.’ s FOR RENT
Special Student Hates
9.00 PER MONTH
377-2935

WALT DISNEY
FILM FESTIVAL
a 150 minute retrospective -timeless
cartoon classics

A CHECKING
ACCOUNT
DOESN’T
HAVE TO BE

CONFUSING
(NOR
of America introduces the College Plan.
Here’s what you get:

FINGERS?
or sticky keys?

LOW COST only $1 a month during the school
year.
NO CHARGE in June. July and August. Get a
year ’round checking account at nine
months’ coil!
MONTHLY STATEMENTS 12 months aye.,,
ALWAYS OPEN oven during Iha sumlner all college checking plans have this feature
You can keep your account open throughout
the summer with a zero balance at no charge.
SPECIAL LOW COST CHECKS or, if you wish

Buy or rent a new
typewriter or get
your own fixed.

for a small addibonai charge - beautiful.
full color scenic checks that show sporting
events or California scenery from the surf to the
Sierras
OPTIONAL SERVICES TO AUGMENT YOUR
COLLEGE PLAN CHECKING ACCOUNT Instant
Cashwhich protects you against the cost
and inconvenience of overdraft checks Plus
our widely popular BankAmericard
COME IN TO YOUR NEARBY BANK OF
AMERICA BRANCH SOON. Find out about this
new service Ask any teller or. pickups
copy of our booklet Ms Collage Plan which
gives all the details.

BANK OF AM ERICA"
available only at ItIODO branches:
Second a San Carlos Branch, 280 South Second Street

STUDENT RATES
ON SALES.
RENTALS
AND SERVICE.

for
frotermties clubs groups

will see plenty of action
this fall.
A hefty line, anchored
by beefy George Cocker,
6-1, 260, at center,
could be a key to the
success or failure of
this year’s squad.
Henry Wilson, a 6-7,
245 prospect plucked

HUNTER’S
71 E. San Fernand()
294-2091

men., !VC

starring j thaddeus toad

legend of sleepy hollow
& peter and the wolf
the three little pigs
symposium of popular songs
truth about mother goose- little hiawathe
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
oct 1 and oct, 2
SAN JOSE MUNICIPAL AUO
MONTGOMERY THEATHER

$1.50

complete shows
7 and 9.’30pm
MARKET AND
SAN CARL 05
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Choraliers holding record sale
Old or new books and
records will be offered
to students at "fire sale
prices" Wednesday,

Oct. 6, in the College
Union patio, announced
Alan Land, sale chair man.
The Choraliers, SJS

sale is to begin raising
$4500 flight money for
the 20 -member choir,
Land, a member of the
group, said.

vocal group, are toper form at the Music Educators National ConferThe
ence in Atlanta.

GIRLS ... GIRLS ... GIRLS!

Rememberina
Portrayed

Blind Captain Cat, the chief narrator,
dreams of his long-drowned shipmates.

by Michael Cook, he recalls
his joys over the whore, Rosie Probert.

NOW IS THE TIME TO ENTER...

‘Under Milkwood’

Thomas would like it’
BY KATHY DORAZIO
Daily Fine Arts Writer
After seeing the performance of Dylan
Thomas’ "Under Milk wood," the poet would
probably awaken from
his grave to find his
mythical Welsh fishing

village Llaraggub, intact.
Held over from the July Drama Festival, two
additional performances were given last
weekend.
To the jam-packedauthence the overall stunning I3 -member cast
was delightful as they

brilliantly animated over 30 townspeople
through narrative
voices, humorous dialogue and song.
Blond-haired James
Harville who characterized the Reverend Eli
Jenkins, among others,
was the best male performer. His strong,

Call it a potpourri,
but call it confusing
A blazing field of other part of the Creaorange hellfire and tive Arts Room.
brimstone is overshaThe SJS graduate also
dowed by two vertical mixes two distinct texshafts of rainbow hues tures in the piece, fluorconnected by a spiral, escence shiney chrome neon form.
like qu lity. Just as
David Kelso’s black water and oil don’t mix,
and white pen drawings, the two types of material
all with crisp lines and will never be r conciled
excellent workmanship,
-least of all in Cooper’
adopt literary themes particular sculpture.
and figures to produce particular sculpture.
elegant and graceful
Craig Bramhall is exworks of art.
hibiting in the main enMichael Cooper’s un- trance foyer of the C.U.
titled clumsy, earth- and handles photography
bound sculpture, in con- in a way to make his
trast to Kelso’s pen pictures antiqued and
works, occupies the mysterious.

BY CONNIE FUKUDA
Daily Fine Arts Editor
Call it a potpourri of
the visual arts, but when
there’s a consolidation
of drawing, photography, sculture and painting into one art show,
it’s inevitable that the
average viewer will
have a hard time fully
grasping the exhibit.
John Almond’s "Cosmic Illustrations" are
overwhelming because
of the sheer number of
his paintings and the
glowing, poster -like
color he employs.

forceful delivery appeared to standout from
the rest of the cast as
the sentimental Welsh
minister.
Jeffra Kaufman
gleamed out among the
female actesses as the
seductive 17 -year -old
Mae Rose Cottage crying out for the ultimate
in se x ua I expression.
Miss Kaufman displayed
complete frankness in a
comical vein.
The reader’s theater
play could be labeled a
"poetic comedy." The
playwright’s smashing
imagery, metaphors and
child -like songs completely enthralled the
audience.
As the cast spilled
over the villagers’ joys,
sorrows and dreams,
Thomas’ intent was conveyed --familiarity with
the town as if the audience were its inhabitants.

BEAUTY CONTEST
THE PRUNEYARD IS HAVING ITS FIRST

annual
MISS PRUNEYARD CONTEST during the Grand Opening festival, October 21-25, 1971.
The queen will reign over the special events and activities during our Grand Opening
Festival as well as participating in each of the four annual festivals which will take
place through 1972.

COULD IT BE .
That you have at one time or another dreamed of participating in a beauty contest and
said "If only I had the chance, I know that I could be a queen." Well, here is that
chance..
The PRUNEYARD is one of the highest quality commercial, retail and entertainment oriented developments in Northern California. It features over one-half million square feet of
specialty shops, fine restaurants with dining under the stars, theatres and some of the
finest office space available. The PRUNEYARD is destined to be a landmark in the whole
Bay Area.
rills
prforo.. COULD BE
A. When crowned queen, you will be
SOMEONE rouR
our Good Will Ambassador for one
musrwthi..
full year. The PruneYard also intends to sponsor you in appropriate
regional and statewide beauty
pageants throughout the year.
B. Your prizes will be many. For
instance, you will receive a cash
prize of $500.00 and clothing as
well as the possibility of travel
throughout the state, radio and
television appearances, and all
the excitement that comes with
being a queen.
C. In carrying out your duties as
queen, you will have an opportunity
to personally assist virtually every
merchant with their public relation
MISS
activities and play a significant
uNE yARD 1971
port in enhancing the image and
beauty of The PruneYard.
D. The contest will be judged by well known entertainment and civic personalities from
the Bay Area. Among those who are already committed are Les Malloy, a wellknown radio and TV personality and Miss Santa Clara County, Nancy Lynn Maloney.

Tree of Life
Your neighborhood
Natural food store

126 E. San Salvador
San Jose 292-4820

...For Your
Dining Pleasure

A memorable evening

of wining and dining
in elegant splendor.

TO ENTER THE CONTESTNOTHING TO IT -

FOR RESERVATIONS
PHONE 292-1266
1401 SO. FIRST AT ALMA

1. You must be 17 years of age on or

Before October 22, 1971, or older.
2. Submit to the Advertising and Promotional Manager, a reasonable size,
updated photograph of yourself approximately 4"x5" or larger in Hot
Pants or Swim Suit (Bikini Preferred),
and on the reverse side of the photo, in
25 words or less, explain your particular talent dancing, acting, music
(vocal or instrument), and arts.

NOW SELLING BEER AND WINE

THE A.B.C. IS OFF OUR CASE

Strawberries
Jack Almond’s "The Strawberry Force"
is one of the works featured in the College Union group art show, which ends
Oct. 8. His Painting combines two of
his favorite motiffs, strawberries and
the starry universe.
EMMENili:

$139..
? NEW YORK
! LONDON
$2,1§1
LONDON
$ 2.
U
31
ROUND

RR

ONE

T5... mon

.re open to 0,10,0 Iscylry, 0.11
...PS.rws end thor ssnnwOvie lam’Y
SPRING a SUMMER PLIGHT scuaouLas TO EUROPE
ON pcouist
AVAI
FOR SCHEDULER. CARL OR WRITE

Phone (415) 392-8513
..,,T2..V

?

PR FREE PkiOTTT

gr

NFORMATTOT

CHARTER FLIGHTS
995 Marken St., San Francisco, Calif. 44103
Nome Nan ono Nfonualen

Nuns,

IrloSio
roam TM:
A.111. sew

:
Fresh made on french rolls. Roast beef,
pastrami, corned beef, turkey, tuna,
italian salami, han, balogna, cottosalami,

COFFEE AND DONUTS
coffee

and

om Imo Emig

(rr.sh

pastry

POSTERS, INCENSE,

Candles, smoking pipes, paper,,
I

4. Deadline for entry is Friday, October
15, 1971, postmarked no later than
12 :00 midnight.

Now that you have the facts of
our Miss PruneYard Grand
Opening Fall Festival beauty
contest, hurry and get your photo and entry blank in today. Be
among the first to enter.

CLIP AND MAIL... NOW!

Including organic produce,
eggs, and bread

I. I NI IT

3. Be available for all judgings and at
least four hours during the continuation of the Grand Opening Festival.

(Note : If you would like photo returned, enclose a self-addressed,
stomped envelope. All non-return photos will become the property of the
PruneYard).
YOU CAN ALSO PICK-UP FREE ENTRY FORMS AT ANY OF
THE PRUNEYARD STORES

ORGANIC FOODS

.

41;0011 %4101.

ADDRESS TO: THE PRUNETARD MANAGER -ADVERTISING IL PROMOTIONS, P.O. BOX 5441,
SAN JOSE, CAL. 95150
NOTICE NO PHONE CALLS WILL BE ANSWERED
Pt EASE
NAME
AGE
PRINT
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
ZIP
PHONE .
APT NO
SCHOOL
COLLEGE
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SMC sets
fall action
A fall peace offensive
for the immediate withdrawal of all U.S. troops
from Vietnam will be
one of several topics
under discussion at the
SJSStudentMobilization Committee (SMC)
meeting tomorrow
night. The meeting will

Bowling
signups
The four student bowling leagues offered by
the college union games
area still have openings. The deadli e for
signups is Frith*.
The men’s league
(five -man teams with
handicap) and the Peterson Point doubles
league (two -man
scratch) have only a few
teams so far. The Wednesday and Thursday
mixed fours leagues
(two men, two women
with handicap) are filling fast, according to
games areaDirector
Terry Gregory.
All four of these
leagues continue into
the spring semester.
Gregory said that the
women’s trio league and
the faculty -staff league
will probably be cancelled because of lack of
entries.
For more information
on league times and
fees, check the games
area desk (ext. 2965).

Move
becomes
official
The San Jose Switchboard has officially
moved to 247 S. First
St. in San Jose.
Previously, the
switchboard was located at 50 S. Fourth St..
Apt. 3.

PISCEAN

start at 7:30 in the C.U.
Costonoan Room, according to Nick Rosner,
student spokesman for
the committee.
Highlighting the night’s
activities will be an informal discussion by
Nguyen Tang Huyen, a
South Vietnamese student currently enrolled
at the University of California at Berkeley.
Rosner said major
activities to be planned
at Thursday’s meeting
include a special moratorium against the war
Oct. 13, a statewide student strike Nov. 3, and a
massive nationwide demonstrati n against the
war in 16 major cities
across the count y on
N vember 6.
According to Ron
Gougler, another SMC
organizer, the Nov. 6
demonstration will be
very similar to the
mass demonstrations
against the war which
were held in San Francisco and Washington,
D.(’. last April 24. The
greatest difference,
Gougler noted, will be
that 16 large American
cities will be involved,
rather than just two.
West coast centers for
action will be San Francisco, Los Angeles and
Seattle.

Deadline
for Ford
grants
Jan. 14 is the deadline
to apply for Ford Foundation Advance Fellowships Awards to graduating black, Chicano,
Puerto Rican, and American Indians college
students.
The awards, given for
the 1972-73academic
year, support a fulltime graduate student
for one year. Applications may be obtained
from the Ford Foundation 320 E. 43rd St.,
New York, N.Y., 10017.

WATERBEDS

Featuring Heated Waterbeds
WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF WATERBEDS,
WATER SOFAS, AND EASY LINE FOAM CHAIRS.
WATERBEDS FROM ’25.00
’Right on Prices’ But (Nelda
Student (S.J.S.) Owned 8 Operated
1850 W. San Carlos 294-1455

San Jose

LATE FOR CLASS?

WE’LL PARK IT FOR YOU
LOW RATES -

SILVA

complete motor service
service smog devices
brake tune-up luhe

a SO. 4th, SAN JOSE
Neu to new "Burger Chef"

CAL
JADER

MONGO
SANTAMARI

FOR DANCING AND CONCERT

SAT., OCT. 2
9 P.M. - 2 A.M.
STARLIGHT BALLROOM
47 NOTRE DAME AVE.
SAN JOSE
286-6040
MONGO SANTAMARIA
APPEARING SEPT. 29 - OCT. 1
AT TROPICANA LOUNGE
TROPICANA SHOPPING CENTER,
KING & STORY ROADS

Remember Prohibition?
By LANCE
FREDERIKSEN
Daily Feature Writer
Find the price of beer
getting you down? If so,
try brewing your own.
It’s against both state
and federal laws. But
that doesn’t stop the estimated half-million beer
brewers in the Bay Area.
Beer makers operate
without
interruption
from police as long as
they do not go into the
business of selling, explained
local
store
owners who sell beer
making ingredients.
Selling the hops, malts,
corn sugars and supplies
needed for the illegal
fermentation is legal.
This is accomplished
under a guise that the ingredients can also be
used for making cookies,
breads and cakes.
No pretense, however,
is made as to their intentions.
Still, stores cannot give
out instructions on how to
brew beer. This stands in
contrast to wine-making
which is legal. Wine reciThis is some of tiw equipment that is
pies may be obtained
helping SJS students improve their read- I easily.
Exact beer brewing
ing speeds. A mini -course offered by instructions differ with
SJS will also help students learn how to each specific type of
beer. Likewise the time
study.
needed to prepare the
drink can range from
M
three weeks to two
months.
The basic process re-

Speedreading

in, Course

How to read

Wasting valuable L:ries
and energy because of
poor study habits? Perhaps a "how to study"
course is the answer.
The SJS reading lab
if offering a "mini"
course in study skills
in a series of four Wednesday afternoon
classes.
"The ’ mini ’ course
is designed to teach students how to organize
heavy studymaterial
into simple, time -saving steps," sai,4 Mrs.
Norma Spalding, assistant professor of special education.
Beginning next Wednesday the first session
will deal with scheduling time well. Taking
good notes will be the
theme for the next session, followed by outlining and underlining
textbooks.
The final
class will give the basic skills for taking an
examination. Sessions
will meet from 2 to 3:30
p.m. in ED 231.
The reading lab, which
has been operating
since 1963 under the direction of Mrs. Spalding, is open to students
between 9 a.m. and 3
p.m. daily to improve
reading rate, vocabulary and co m p r eh e nsion.

Sailors
sign up
The SJS Sailing Club
will hold its first meeting tonight at 7:30 in Ed.
100.
At the meeting, signups will be taken for
the club’s Oct. 2 outing -an open sailing day
at the Santa Cruz Yacht
harbor.
A movie on this sum
mer’s trans -pacific
.acht race will be shown
and refreshments will
be served at the meeting.
For more information
call: 292-9719 or 29511857.

"A student participatmg for six weeks can
go from 260 to 800
words per minute,"
Mrs. Spalding said.
Various reading devices are used to help
the student improve his
reading skills. A tachistoscope is used to expand peripheral vision.
This machine flashes
phrases on a screen and
the user can increase
the speed and phrase
length as he progresses.
The next step is the
controlled reader.
Reading material is
projected on a screen
with a horizontal bar
moving down the page.
When the student is up
to 500 words per minute on the controlled
reader, he may insert
his own textbooks into
a reading accelerator,
working in the same
way.
The reading lab also
offers "reading for understanding" programs
to improve comprehension and vocabulary.

GAS
Regular !94.0ctane)

2 8 9;0
Ethyl :100 -Octane)

3 Or0
Serve Yourself
And Save
Cigarettes 35c
Prices subiect to
change without
notice

PURITAN
OIL CO.
10th & Taylor
6th & Keyes
4th & William
mom

AS/SJS
PRINT SHOP
A
We specialize
in printing
& reproducing.

KOREAN KARATE

TAE K WON DO
KARATE

AIKIDO

OPEN

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY, 8 to 5

Then the cracked crystal
malt is tossed in along
with some loose finishing
hops.
After an hour, one of
the more delicate moments comes. The wort
has to be strained
through a fine mesh cloth
into a plastic garbage
can filled with two
pounds of corn sugar.
When it cools down to
room temperature a
yeast culture is added. It
is the yeast that will eventually add carbonation to
the beer.
Water is then poured
into the plastic garbage
can until the desired alcoholic content is reached.

The hydrometer will measure how strong the brew
will be. The alcoholic
kick is lowered as more
water is added.
The concoction is then
covered with plastic
wrap and stored in a cool
place. After a day it will
begin to show signs of
life. A bubble residue
forms liquid on top of the
liqued called krausen,
and it’s to be scraped off
daily.
Before a week has passed the brew is siphoned
into the carboy. The top
of the carboy is sealed
with a fermentation lock
and then left to sit for a
few weeks.

04%

TO OBTAIN YOU ***** MUG
AND INFORMATION REGARDING
OUR UNIVERSITY PLAN,
MAIL THE COUPON BELOW TO
RESERVE LIFE INSURANCE CO
UNWERSITY DivISION
115 WINTON AVE No 206
HAYwARO CA Wm

JUDO
GROUP OR PRIVATE FUR
MEN, WOMEN, CHILDREN
MON SAT
10AM TO 10 P M

INSTRUCTOR
OANa CNOI SIN 0101119 BUICK HO
SWIG MIK ITN DEGREE 111ACF kill

275-1533
444 E. SANTA CLARA

SAN JOSE

NAME
LOCAL ADDRESS
LOCAL PHONE
AGE
MARRIED’
DATE OF BIRTH
FOo SENIOR MEN AND MALE GRAD STUDENTS
ALLOW 2 3 wEENSFOR DELIvERY

Spartan Daily Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS

HART SNOW SKIS w,step in bindings,
also Koflach buckle boots Best offer 297-1609

SHAKLEE
Ecologically Sound:
Home Cleaners: Basic H. Basic L, etc.
Natural Food Supplements
Cocoa Instant Protein. etc
We specialize in
NON -COMPANY PROPAGANDA
ONLY 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
466 South 5th #2 --Ph 297-3866
John & Mary Rhoades, Supervisors

YIN YANG WATERBEDS San Jose’s
first and oldest weterbed store invites you to compare quality. serVICO, and price when buying your
waterbed.
Call us anytime or stop
over any afternoon or evening Just
blocks from SA at 403 Park Ave
corner of Dolmas 286-1263

REJECTS & SECONDS
Environmental Designs
Lamp Manufacturer
1809 Old County Rd Belmont
Open Sunday

LARGEST SELECTION of current,
used paperbacks, records and books
1/2 price. Duality books & records
purchased
Top prices paidcash
or trade.
Lots of science fiction,
supplements’s, classics. RECYCLE
186 Sci 2nd St 286-6275

PISCEAN WATERBEDS--I850 W. San
Carlos 294-1455 Just West of the
Gap.
King-Cluem. $24, Twin: $411,
Seely Liner: $2, Frames 514
10
year guarantm on all beds.
Also
Water Sofas, modern furniture, lapistrim.
Ask about our NRO polocy
294-1455,
FRIDAY FLICKS"The R
", 76
10 P.M. Morris Daily Aud.
600
ednussion.
NEED A LIFT? JOIN $6KI CLUB
First meeting Thurs. Sept. NJ Stu
dent Union Ballroom 7:30 P.M.
NOTICE: NOW OPEN
THE POTTERS PLACE 76K. San
Fernando Everything on ceramics &
more.
Phone 296-3813 Low Prices
Great Service.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER? Join IEEE
now.
Talks, tours. socials, videotape,. Joon this week on Enamoring
lobby.
BALLET NOW? Beginning ballet
class.
Sat 9-10 AM Phone Mr
Lawrence Quell at 736-8254 (Studio)
or 296-9902 Inane)
ATTENTION Girls ISO over, Guys
21 & over; There is always something happening ist the CsAR L IC F AC
TORY
HAPPY HOUR every day 410-6:00
Also the biggest & best spaghetti
feed in town, Tuesday at 6. The
Garlic Factory
SUBMARINE SANDWICHES, fresh
made 7-11 STORE, So 6111 & Son
Salvador St Open 24 hours Also
organic foods
AUTONnIP/1
62 FORD, Mags
Clem $250 Runs
well
Call Tin- it 275-0596 63 S
996 St Apt. 5.
FIAT 124 Spyder ’68 red AM/FM new
paint immac cond low mi 62200
66 154-A IRS BRG rollber. rectal
Kom’s blue -streaks wire Esc coed
293-4796 orig
36,000 mil $1450
owner
63 TR -4 Wire wheels, Radio, Heater
Very good condition
Most sell.
Chuck Dodd
$900 or best offer
245-1618

HASSELBLAD- -New in box, 1971 model $595 Nikon 135 MM. lense 50MM
lots more Call 356-5681
liElP WARNS
FANTASTIC PART TIME EARNINGS
Enroll friends di neighbors in EPIC.
MaleFemale.
Salary or Comm
Mr. Ott 263-4441
APARTMENT MANAGER- Married
couple, prefer both students Satan
plus 2 bedroom ept 3 blOcks from
5.15 470 5 11th St 207-3003.
$3.00 PER HOUR
Part 6 Full time
Hours flexible.
FULLER BRUSH CO 264-0899.
TOP MANAGEMENT POSITION - Avsilble on Part-time basis Clooa
Income, Call Robert Hall, 294-1769,
after 7 p.m.
TELEPHONE GIRLS WANTED for
Reel Estate Co. No selling. $2S0
per hour 5:30 - 9:30 PM. M -F
Call after 3 247-5221 in Sento Clara.
TEACHER -AID positions aveilablit
in Sunnyvale
10 hrs. p/wk Min.
5.35 Undergreds considering
war
clew teaching career call Education 404 ex 2555

FREE ROOM & BOARD for girl oviir
IS years old es companion .to individual with speech difficulty. Neer
campus Call Robert 285-2315 Close to
MALE roommele wanlod
Reasonable. Apt N. 325
campus
E William

I Male "straoght" student to share
a large room in prvt home No
drenlung. Neer SJS. 297-6079
Refined, Furnoshed Rooms, Meld K itchurn Privileges. No srnok ing or drinking. 293-30011
FOR RENT:
Extra large 2 bdron.
Apt. Modern 643 So. 8th 294-4749.
Quiet ahnowhere. Fully furnished.
FOR RENT - -3 berm 2 Ba Apt
Low rent 399 So. 12th St. Men or
women 296-1607
FURNISHED 1 and 2 bdrm apts 1/2
blk to SJS Ideal for roommetes. $155
and 5200 per ma 439So 48, 293-3762
SPACIOUS 1 BEDROOM APTS New
shag carpeting Under new management. 148 E Williams 293-4578
FREE ROOM AND BOARD for girl
over 18 years old as companion to
individual with speechdifficulty. Near
campus, Call Robert 2911-2308.

FRIDAY FLICK "The Rievers" 76
10 P.M. Morris Daily Aud. 504 adLIBERAL MINDED ROOMMATE
WANTED $10/mw plus 1/3 utilities
Neer SA with 2 other guys. 289 1706
after 5 P.M
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED -Share
2 bdrrn, w/2 Other gays-RIO/me. 706
S 9th St. 12 Ph 2117-2614
DUPLEX: Pertly lure. Girls or married couple, $125 p/rna 540 So 9th
Call 293-9111117 or 289-8343
Gorl to share 3 bdrin house w/pool
Wil6 fireplace $100 p/rno 266-1085
lowglen area.

ROOMMATE WANTED: Shore 2 bdrm.
fern apt with 2 other girls on N.
3rd call 287-9521

NEED TWO CONSIDERATE fternalel
roommates for an apt within walking
distance from SA Water & garbage
F rm parking stall, completely
paid
turn. Kitchen utensils already sup Only $60 p/rno. 641 S. Ilth
Woad.
St or c11 292.5037 or 293-6112
leeve message

FEMALE GRAD. roommate needed.
1 Mirrn turn apt $62 50/mo Quiet
296 9372 Joanne

PURR. APARTMENT Large 2 bdrrn
1/2 blk to SA alt, in kitchen 6
Girls. 451 So. 10th 292-1327
patio.
11 AM
2P M
FREE ROOM & BOARD in beautiful Los Gatos in exchange for babysitting. housecleaning. 356-11825.
FOR RENT! t, 2, & 3 bdrm Apt
w/w corm’s. WEE w/pool $115, $150.
Centrally located 3
& $1110 p/rno.
moles from campus lust off Almaden
Expry. 2445 Rinconade Or Mgr Apt
01, No children or pets Unfurnished
Call before 9 P M 266 1613 Cluiel
area, conducive for studious indivi
deals

510 VIC ’
EXPER FAST. ACCURATE TYPING
& EDITING. EX -ENGLISH TEACHER.
.IBM EL ECTRIC TYPEWRITER:
CALL MARY COLE AT 244-2444,
after 5,30 p.m
REJECTS & SECONDS
Environmental Designs
Lamp Manufacturer
1809 Old County Rd.
Open Sunday

Belmont

FAST ACCURATE, Epriitcd
typist, can edit. Four miles front
campus.
Mrs. Aslanoan 216-4104.
AUTO INSURANCE - No driver refused, Low Monthly Rate! (buck Rat*
Comparison
low cost m0 TORC YCLE INSURANCE Annual Coverage up to 100cc.
526 00. to 126 cc $30, to 175 cc $34,
to 330 cc. $38. to 750 cc $54 David
Towle 241-3900
Will Pay for Rides to li/or from Los
Altos Hills Toes Wed, Thurs Afternoons (any day or all 31 Call late
evenings or wookood 941-397$
TYPINGTerm papers, etc , experienced end fist Phone 289-11674
PORTUGUESE CLASSES Those enon learning Portuguese
should contact Frank, 657-5503,

Female roommate needed to share
house w/2 others on Los Gatos. own
room. $113 plus tit& Phone 354-2750

Female Roommate Needed for 1 bdrm.
Apt. %fluor or Grad Student. Very
Call 286-4643
close to comm.
After 6 P M

2 & 3 bedrooms for rent, funs, carpeting
Xlnt condition 470 S. Ila
St 287-7690

66 Delsun 1600 "ROADSTER", Gd
Conti New bsttery, convert Top, IS
radoetor
$000 or best offer Call
219- 8215

SPACIOUS 2 bedrooms/2 bath. New
shag carpeting Under new management. Pal.* Apt. 148 E Williams
St.

IVY HALL -COED Room with kitchen
Single/double Across frornadminisClean. quilt I, well
’ration bldg
managed 294-6472 or 293 9114

Mercedes Benz 170 DL,WVIII Classic
ExcIlesnt Condition $1600. Call 2951242

’C. FIAT 850. Ericell Coed New
tires’ lop & seats $1300 247-9259
after 535PM

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTEDfor
large (poet 2 -bedroom apt $50 per
month 643 So 5th 84

very
ROOMMATE WANTED for
Int
A ing ar"pert-tome person
Maturity desired. $O
rangement
Patti 275-0222 or 738mr/ono
1555. II blks to SA.

FEMALE ROOMMATE: needed for
Own room
house
Very close to
SA 286-1026

’69 FIAT 650 Spider. Whote, E
Cond, New Alignment. Hard top.
Engine pert at 255-1593 all. 3 P.M.

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share Igo
2 todrin, apt. w 2 other pi r I s. $55
p/mo. 315 E. Son Fernando 014
275-9446.

GRADUATE STUDENT went, toshare
house (non smoker) Call mornings
964 8695

’63 Cutlass XInt Coed Rebuilt Auto
Trans
New brakes & tires $450
Cell Gary 269-5400 anytime

V W ’66-$750. Opel Rally ’68 -best
offer Must sell both cars. Each
m xcellent conditoon. 293-4386.

Room 151
College Union

same,
the
mains
however. What a brewer
tries to do is foster the
oxidation of a C-0 to COH while the carbon
sugar chains break down.
Simply put, C(4)11(8)0
H(2)0 2C (2)H (5)0H!
To start the organic
chemistry experiment,
about $10 will be needed
for equipment to brew
five gallons. Under $5
worth of ingredients will
be needed thereafter for
each five gallons brewed.
Also needed are a five
gallon water bottle (a carboy), a plastic garbage
can (a primary fermentation tank), a fermentation lock (like the one
Louis Pasteur used), a
siphon and bottle capper
and some caps.
Use of a hydrometer is
also strongly recommended. Hydrometers
can be purchased or
made from directions in
a basic chemistry lab
book. It measures density of the brew against
density of the water.
Ingredients needed are
yeast, corn sugar, gelatin
finings, cracked malt, finishing hops, vitamin C
and malt extract.
When all the supplies
and ingredients are gathered together it’s time to
First prepare the wort.
This is accomplished by
bringing a couple of gallons of water to a boil and
adding the malt extract.

NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE to share
large 3 berm house
bedroom in
on So 14111 St. 960 per rm. Call
294-3432 around p.m.
Female Roommate needed to share 1
bdrrn WI $6250 rno Come by 633
So 8th Ole

WRITE YOUR OWN "BUMPER" strip,
I’ll print it on weather resistant
vinyl
$100 Additional copies 50C
each
Starr, Box 9295, Sim Jose,
Calif
WANTED: Rider to Mon night class
from Palo Alto area
I will drive
and pay gas Call 321-1306
NEED ALIFT?JOINSKICLUB FIRST
waiting TiHart Sept. 30, Student Union
Ballroom 7.30
FRIDAY
LICKS"The Ruiners" 76
10 P M Morris Daily Au& 500 ad-

RENT A TV OR STEREO $10 por/rno
free servoce, no contract,
I waited
Jonas, I saw you got out
Call beck, you silly woman Bruce
9411- 3594
FABER EAVES- Heady Birthday to
owl Happy Borthdey to youl Happy
Birthday Dear Fib, Happy Birthdey
rird7 L Vox
So you! nano!.

1111111111111111

Need ride I,on,nr new Piedmont Hills
High School to SJS area at 1 40 Call
Rich 2117-4965
FLYING SOON?
Your TWA Campus Rep Bruce Free
man mn help you melte your GETAWAY
Fly at 1/3 off with a TWA
YOUTH PASSPORT and teli up to
24 months to pay with a free TWA
GETAWAY CARD
Call 217-88418
for into
or 297-1790 f
lions

REWARD, Lost red wallet, veer SA
Education bldg 377-3880
LOSTBig Black and White Tom
Cat waft NO TAIL Much loved
Want to Imola if he os safe Londe,
297-6728

TO PLACE
YOUR AD
IN THE SPARTAN DA’LY

Student will -share expense for ride
Tues. & Thurs w/co-edfrornSunny.
vale area. Call 732-2006 after 6P .M

Phone
294-6414,
Ext. 2465

